Annual Banquet & Membership Meeting
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 14
4:30 - 7:30 PM

Keynote: Tim Rinne

“Turning Food Insecurity into Food Security”

NFC member Tim Rinne is the initiator behind Lincoln’s ‘Hawley’s Hamlet’, a neighborhood gardening collective that generates food security for
his neighborhood community and was featured in the April/May 2014 issue of Mother Earth News. Tim is a founding member of the “Let’s Grow!”
campaign, which is an initiative of the Lincoln Local Foodshed Working Group. Tim’s ‘Hamlet’ is attracting attention not only from the staff in the
Lincoln Mayor’s office, but he is highly sought after by UMC’s ‘Micah Corps’, Buy Fresh Buy Local, Community Crops, Open Harvest, and has
been invited – at the behest of the Mayor’s office – to submit a TEDx Lincoln proposal. For the last two decades, Tim’s day job has been serving as
the savvy State Coordinator for Nebraskans for Peace.

Casual French Cuisine with NEBRASKA-LOCAL ingredients:
Gougère, Mixed Green Salad, Boeuf bourguignon, Cassoulet (pork),
Asparagus Quiche du jour, Ratatouille, Miniature Pastries
(Vegan, Vegetarian, and Gluten-free options)

Cash Bar serving Wine
& LOCAL Beer

Fontenelle Forest
Bellevue, south of downtown Omaha

Fontenelle Forest began in 1910 when a team of area scholars and businessmen gathered
to preserve the beautiful lands along the Missouri River just south of Omaha to be used
as a place for hikes and picnics. It has earned the official designation of its upland and
lowland forests as ‘very rare’ ecosystems by the State of Nebraska.
In the 1960s, the addition of educational hikes proved popular, which resulting in the
opening of a nature center. The total land area owned and managed has expanded to
approximately 2,000 acres. Today, Fontenelle Forest’s lands encompass one of the largest
natural deciduous forests in Nebraska and is listed as a National Natural Landmark and a
National Historic District by the US Department of the Interior.
Fontenelle Forest
1111 B e l l e v u e B l v d .
North Bellevue, Nebraska

So arrive early, relax, and enjoy Fontenelle Forest’s nature trails before joining other
NFC members for an elegant French cuisine banquet (hiking fees waived for NFC attendees).
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# attending: _______ x $35/each = $ ____________
Limited seating, so RSVP early. NFC must RECEIVE payment by AUGUST 31.

I paid WITH my NFC order on: _________ (date)

Please remit REGISTRATION form (see payment options) to:

I paid via NFC PayPal on: ___________ (date)

Nebraska Food Cooperative, 45150 State Hwy. 52, Belgrade, NE 68623

Check (enclosed)

